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when alexander, oliver stone's epic biopic chronicling the life and accomplishments
of alexander the great, arrived in theaters in late 2004, it was the culmination of a

long-cherished dream of the controversial filmmaker to bring the story of the
controversial conquerer to the big screen that at one point even found him fending
off a competing film on the subject that was to have been directed by baz luhrmann

with leonardo dicaprio in the lead. that dream quickly turned into a nightmare as
the resulting film was savaged by critics for being a miscast muddle and ignored by
audiences that had turned out to see similarly themed films like gladiator and troy

in droves. even colin farrell seemed to turn against it when, a week after its release,
he appeared on saturday night live and cracked a nasty joke about the film in his
monologue. similar behaviors appear to be beneficial for animals in urbanized or

invasive populations (e.g., increased boldness; atwell et al. 2012 ; damas-moreira et
al. 2020 ; mazza et al. 2020 ), yet the mechanism driving these behavioral

tendencies is often unclear. in addition to several campaign scenarios, there are
several "historical" scenarios, which are stand-alone battles where you can take

control of one of the various armies in the game and fight another simulated army
from the perspective of the opposing commander. these are the only historical

battles available in the game that aren't all or mostly variations on the macedonian
lander/scorpion design, and they're also where the most significant differences

between the game and the source material can be found. in the game, alexander
encounters a khasian (or kushan) army, a force of parthian (or sassanid) cavalry, a

persian army, and a mixed force of scythians, cimmerians, and amazons. the
khasian force is the most fun to play against, as it relies on an absurdly powerful
horse-mounted archer unit and hordes of skirmishers that are able to quickly and

effectively reposition themselves on the map. the parthians are easy to beat,
especially when they have their own special abilities that allow them to flank you
and exploit a lack of cavalry, and the persian forces are generally too powerful for
alexander to overcome without help. in contrast, the scythians and cimmerians are
among the most well-designed forces in the game, and the amazons are especially

fun to play against (and yet they're hard to beat). 5ec8ef588b
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